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Abstract. By virtualizing proprietary hardware networking devices, Network
Functions Virtualization (NFV) allows agile and cost-effective deployment of
diverse network services for multiple tenants on top of the same physical infrastructure.
As NFV relies on virtualization, and as an NFV stack typically involves several
levels of abstraction and multiple co-resident tenants, this new technology also
unavoidably leads to new security threats. In this paper, we take the first step
toward modeling and mitigating security threats unique to NFV. Specifically, we
model both cross-layer and co-residency attacks on the NFV stack. Additionally,
we mitigate such threats through optimizing the virtual machine (VM) placement
with respect to given constraints. The simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness
of our solution.

1 Introduction

As a cornerstone of cloud computing, virtualization has enabled providers to deliver
various cloud services to different tenants using shared resources in a cost-efficient way.
The trend of virtualization has also led to many innovations in networking in and outside
clouds. In particular, traditional networks heavily rely on vendor specific hardware
devices with integrated software, such as routers, switches, firewalls, IDSs, etc., which
lacks sufficient flexibility demanded by today’s businesses. Consequently, the need for
decoupling software from hardware in network devices has led to Network Functions
Virtualization (NFV) [14], which basically virtualizes proprietary hardware networking
devices. As a key enabling technology of 5G, NFV has seen an increased adoption
among cloud service providers, especially in the telecommunication industry [23].

However, the reliance on virtualization and the increased complexity together imply
that NFV may unavoidably introduce new security concerns. First, as an NFV stack
involves several abstraction levels covering the physical and virtual infrastructures as
well as the virtual network functions [14], it naturally has a larger attack surface,
opening doors to new security threats such as cross-layer attacks. Second, as one of
the main advantages of NFV is to provide diverse network services to different tenants
using the same hardware infrastructure, NFV would also share similar cross-tenant
attacks as those seen in clouds (e.g., [49]). Therefore, security threats introduced by the
multi-layer and multi-tenant nature of NFV need to be better understood and mitigated.



Attack modeling and mitigation in NFV has only received limited attention (a more
detailed review of related work will be given in Section 6). Existing works have focused
on specific vulnerabilities caused by orchestration and management complexities [48]
and vulnerabilities resulting from the lack of interoperability [15] or the lack of proper
synchronization between different abstraction levels [26]. There also exist works on
dynamically managing security functions in NFV [46] and verifying Service Function
Chaining (SFC)-related properties [18, 50, 43, 32]. Existing works on co-residency attacks
mostly focus on clouds [6, 4] instead of NFV. To the best of our knowledge, there lack
a general approach to modeling and mitigating NFV attacks.

In this paper, we take the first step toward modeling and mitigating security attacks
in NFV. Our key ideas are threefold. First, we propose a multi-layer resource graph
model for NFV in order to capture the co-existence of network services, VMs, and
physical resources at different abstraction levels inside an NFV stack, and how those
could potentially be exploited by attackers. This model allows us to capture not only
attacks that target each layer of the NFV stack, but also attacks that go across different
layers by exploiting the inter-dependencies between corresponding resources at those
layers. Second, we also model the insider threats posed by malicious or compromised
users of co-resident tenants inside the same NFV stack. The model allows us to captures
how a co-residency attack may allow insiders to satisfy certain initial security conditions,
such as privileges or connectivity, which are normally not accessible to external attackers.
Third, we propose a solution to mitigate security attacks in NFV through VM placement
and migration, which is a low cost option already available in NFV. The aforementioned
model allows us to formulate the attack mitigation in NFV as an optimization problem
and solve it using standard optimization techniques. We evaluate our approach through
simulations to demonstrate its effectiveness under various situations. In summary, the
main contribution of this paper is twofold:

– To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study on the modeling of security
threats in an NFV stack. Our multi-layer resource graph model demonstrates the
possibility of novel security threats in NFV, such as cross-layer and co-residency
attacks, and also provides a systematic way to capture and quantify such threats.

– By formulating the optimization problem of mitigating attacks on NFV through
optimal VM placement and migration, we provide an effective solution, as evidenced
by our simulation results, for achieving a better tradeoff between security and other
constraints using standard optimization techniques.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows; Section 2 presents background
information on NFV and co-residency in NFV, and provides a motivating example. In
Section 3, we present our multi-layer resource graph and insider attack model, and
describe the application of a security metric. Section 4 formulates the optimization
problem and discusses several use cases. Section 5 gives the simulation results. Section 6
reviews related works. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries

This section first provides background information on NFV and co-residency in NFV,
and then gives a motivating example.
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Fig. 1: ETSI reference architecture [14] (left) and multi-layer NFV model [25] (right)

2.1 Background on NFV

As a main technology pillar of network softwarization and 5G, NFV provides network
functions through software running on standard hardware. NFV enables network service
providers to deploy dynamic, agile and scalable Network Services (NS). Such benefits
come from the fact that an NFV deployment stack is usually an integration of various
virtualization technologies including cloud and SDN together with various network
orchestration and automation tools.

Specifically, the left side of Figure 1 shows the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) NFV reference architecture [14]. The architecture builds on
three main blocks, i.e., virtual network function (VNF), NFV infrastructure (NFVI),
and NFV management and orchestration (MANO). First, the VNF provides network
functions, such as router, switch, firewall, and load balancer, running on top of VMs
through software. Second, NFVI represents the cloud infrastructure that provides basic
computations, network, and storage needs for the execution of VNFs. Lastly, MANO
has three management components, virtual infrastructure manager (VIM), virtual Network
function manager (VNFM), and network function virtualization orchestrator (NFVO),
which together manage and orchestrate the lifecycle of physical and virtual resources.

In addition, the right side of Figure 1 shows a multi-layer NFV deployment model [25]
which complements the aforementioned ETSI architecture with deployment details, and
divides an NFV stack into four layers, i.e., service orchestration (layer 1), resource
management (layer 2), virtual infrastructure (layer 3), and physical infrastructure (layer
4).

2.2 Co-Residency in NFV

As an NFV stack is multi-layer and multi-tenant in nature, placing and migrating a VM
or VNF can be a challenging task for the provider due to the issue of co-residency.
It is well known that co-residency may lead to various security issues, such as side-
channel attacks, and additionally the tenant may have specific requirements in terms
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of (the lack of) co-residency. Co-residency may occur in an NFV environment when
a new VM or VNF is first placed, or when an existing VM or VNF is migrated. The
tenant requirements may specify that certain VNFs are to be placed on a dedicated
host, or a VM needs to have the auto-scaling feature such that its need for more space
can be quickly fulfilled. In terms of security, co-resident VMs or VNFs may belong
to tenants with conflicting interests, and the co-residency may enable an insider attack
with increased privileges and connectivity not available to regular attackers.

A unique aspect of co-residency in NFV is that, in an NFV stack, co-residency can
happen between more layers, such as between VNFs and physical hosts, between VNFs
and VMs, or between VMs and physical hosts. The co-residency of VNFs or VMs on
the same physical host can occur due to placement or migration, which is known to lead
to side-channel or resource depletion attacks due to the shared physical resources such
as CPU, memory, or cache. The co-residency of VNFs on the same VM can also occur
when different tenants employ the same VM to run similar network functions, such as
virtual firewall or virtual IDS [24, 22, 37].

2.3 Motivating Example

In the following, we present a concrete example of NFV stack to demonstrate the
challenges in modeling and mitigating security threats for NFV. First of all, as NFV is
a relatively new concept, there lack public access to information regarding the detailed
hardware and software configurations used in real NFV environments. As can be seen
in Figure 1, both the ETSI architecture [14] and the multi-layer deployment model [25]
are quite high level, and lack such details. Most other existing works either focus on
high-level frameworks and guidelines for risk and impact assessment [33, 29, 38], or
very specific vulnerabilities [27, 34, 35], with a clear gap in between.

To address such limitations, we design a concrete example of NFV stack, as shown
in Figure 2, based on both the ETSI architecture [14] and the multi-layer deployment
model [25], as well as other public available information gathered from various providers
and vendors. As shown in Figure 2, the NFV stack is depicted on three layers where the
VNF layer shows three service function chains (SFCs), and the VM and physical layers
show the corresponding virtual and physical infrastructures used to implement those
SFCs, respectively. The dashed lines between layers demonstrate the correspondence
between the services and the virtual or physical resources. We assume there are three
tenants, shown in Figure 2 through different colors, i.e., Alice (blue), Bob (green), and
Mallory (red)), that are hosted on this NFV stack.

In such a scenario, both the NFV provider and each tenant may want to understand
and mitigate potential security threats. While existing threat models such as various
attack trees and attack graphs may be applied, there are some unique challenges and
opportunities as follows.

– First, as can be seen in Figure 2, the NFV stack is composed of different layers,
and the inter-dependencies between resources on those layers may lead to novel
cross-layer attacks. The NFV tenant and provider need to consider all layers and
the inter-dependencies between layers when analyzing potential security threats
because of the possibility of such cross-layer attacks.
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Fig. 2: A concrete example of NFV stack (vFirewall: virtual firewall, LB: load balancer,
DB: database, VM: virtual machine, VDU: virtual deployment unit)

– Second, the fact that multiple tenants are sharing both virtual and physical resources
in the same NFV stack poses another challenge, i.e., co-residency attacks. In contrast
to clouds, NFV may have an increased attack surface in terms of co-residency
attacks. As demonstrated in Figure 2, unlike in clouds, co-residency in NFV may
occur in terms of both shared physical resources and shared virtual resources such
as VMs, which must be considered in modeling the threat of co-residency attacks.

– On the other hand, virtualization in NFV also provides an opportunity for mitigating
security threats through a unique hardening option, i.e., through VM placement or
migration. In contrast to other hardening options, such as patching vulnerabilities,
disabling services, or stricter firewall and access control rules [8], VM placement
or migration provides a lower cost option as it is a built-in feature already employed
by providers for other purposes such as maintenance or resource consolidation.

More specifically, we consider concrete problems of threat modeling and attack
mitigation based on Figure 2 as follows.

– First, we would like to model potential multi-step attacks that could occur in this
NFV stack (Figure 2), by assuming Mallory (whose resources are shown in red
color) is a malicious tenant, and the database VM belonging to Alice (whose resources
are shown in blue color) is the critical asset in question. The modeling process
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must consider the multi-layer and multi-tenant nature of NFV and its many security
implications, e.g., an attacker’s VM placed on the database server (node # 1) or on
the http server (node # 3) would certainly incur very different security threats, and
an attacker co-residing with the target tenant on the VM level could have a better
chance of compromising the target than one co-residing on the physical host level.

– Second, we would like to mitigate the modeled threats posed by Mallory to Alice’s
database VM, through optimal placement or migration of virtual resources in this
NFV stack. The solution must quantify the security threats before and after the
hardening process in order to show the amount of improvement in terms of security,
and the solution should be able to accommodate other considerations or constraints,
e.g., limiting the scope to one layer or multiple layers, supporting different VM
placement policies (such as those used in CloudSim [11]), and limiting the cost of
placement or migration (such as the maximum number of VM migrations).

To this end, we will present our threat modeling solution in Section 3 and our attack
mitigation solution in Section 4.

3 Modeling Security Threats in NFV

This section presents our solutions for modeling potential multi-step attacks on an NFV
stack (Section 3.1), for modeling insider attacks from co-residing tenants (Section 3.2),
and for quantifying the threats using a security metric (Section 3.3).

3.1 Multi-layer Resource Graph

Threat Model: Our goal is to help the NFV provider or tenants to better understand
and mitigate the security threats from an external attacker, a dishonest or compromised
user or tenant, or a tenant administrator or cloud operator with limited privileges. We
assume the NFV provider and its administrators are trusted and consequently the inputs
to our threat modeling process are intact. Our in-scope threats are security attacks used
to escalate privileges or gain remote accesses through exploiting known or zero day
vulnerabilities in the physical or virtual entities inside an NFV stack. Out-of-scope
threats include attacks which do not involve exploiting vulnerabilities (e.g., phishing
or social engineering attacks) or do not propagate through networks (e.g., flash drive-
based malware).

To model the security threats in an NFV stack, our key idea is to apply the resource
graph concept [39] (which is syntactically similar to attack graphs, but focuses on
modeling zero day attacks exploiting unknown vulnerabilities) while considering the
multi-layer nature of NFV (as explained in Section 2.1). Specifically, based on a model
of the NFV stack with three layers, i.e., the VNF layer, VM layer, and physical layer,
as previously demonstrated in Figure 2, we propose the concept of cross-layer resource
graph to represent the causal relationships between different resources both inside each
layer, and across different layers, in a given NFV stack.

We first illustrate the concept through an example, before giving the formal definitions.
Figure 3 shows an example of a cross-layer resource graph for our running example
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Fig. 3: An example of cross-layer resource graph (FW: firewall, LB: load balancer,
DB: database, MIMA: man in the middle attack, SCA: side-channel attack)

(only a portion of the cross-layer resource graph is shown here due to space limitations).
The VNF layer maps to layer 1 and layer 2 in the multi-layer NFV deployment model [25],
which depicts exploits of various virtual network functions, such as virtual firewalls,
load-balancers, switches, etc. The VM layer corresponds to layer 3 in the NFV deployment
model, which includes exploits of the VMs that are used to implement the virtual
network functions in the cloud layer. Finally, the physical layer includes exploits of the
physical hosts. The left-hand side of Figure 3 shows the cross-layer resource graph for
one tenant, whereas the right-hand side shows co-residency attacks from other tenants
(which will be explained in next section).

Each triple inside an oval indicates a potential zero day exploit (in which case the
unknown vulnerability is represented by the exploited service itself) or an exploit of
known vulnerabilities, in the form of <service or vulnerability, source host, destination
host>. For example, <Xen, 3, h3> indicates an exploit of Xen coming from a VM on
physical host 3 to that physical host itself, and the plaintext pairs indicate the pre- or
post-conditions of those exploits in the form of <condition, host>, where a condition
can be a privilege on the host, e.g., <root,3> means that the root privilege on the VM
runs on host 3, and <user,vFW> means the user privilege is on the VNF layer for the
virtual firewall. Additionally, conditions may include the existence of a service on the
host (e.g., <Xen,3>), or a connectivity (e.g., <0,3> means that attackers can connect
to a VM on host 3 from host 0, and <2,h2> means a local exploit is occurring on host
2). The edges point from pre-conditions to an exploit and then to its post-conditions,
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which indicate that any exploit can be executed if and only if all of its pre-conditions
are satisfied, whereas executing an exploit is enough to satisfy all of its post-conditions.
The following provides formal definitions of those concepts.

Definition 1 (Same-layer Resource Graph). Given a collection of hosts (physical
hosts or VMs) H and the set of resources HR (services or VNFs running on a physical
host or a VM) with the resource mapping rm(.) : H → 2HR, and also given a set
of zero day exploits E = {< r, hs, hd > |hs ∈ H,hd ∈ H,hr ∈ rm(hd)} and the
set of their pre- and post-condition C, a same-layer resource graph is a directed graph
G(E ∪ C,HRr ∪ HRi) where pre ⊆ C × E and post ⊆ E × C are the pre- and
post-condition relations, respectively.

Definition 2 (Cross-layer Resource Graph). Given the same-layer resource graph
for the three layers, Gi(Ei ∪ Ci, prei ∪ posti)(1 ≤ i ≤ 3), and given the cross-layer
edges prec ⊆

⋃3
1 Ci ×

⋃3
1 Ei and postc ⊆

⋃3
1 Ei ×

⋃3
1 Ci, a cross-layer resource

graph is a directed graph G(
⋃3

1(Ei ∪ Ci),
⋃3

1(prei ∪ posti) ∪ prec ∪ postc).

3.2 Modeling Co-residency Attacks
In modeling co-residency attacks, our main idea is to capture the consequences of
such attacks as satisfying certain conditions inside the cross-layer resource graph of
the targeted tenant. For example, in Figure 3, the left-hand side shows the cross-layer
resource graph of the targeted tenant, which depicts what an external attacker may do to
compromise the critical asset <user, h1>. On the other hand, the right-hand side of the
figure depicts the insider threat coming from potential co-residency attacks launched
by other tenants. The (dashed) lines pointing from the right to the left side of the figure
show that, as the consequence of the co-residency attacks (right), some conditions inside
the targeted tenant’s resource graph (left) may be satisfied, either within the same layer
or across different layers. The co-residency could occur w.r.t. the physical layer, which
is similar to the co-residency in clouds (when tenants share the same physical host).
The co-residency could also occur w.r.t. the VMs when tenants employ the same VM
to run their VNFs, which is unique to NFV.

For example, as shown on the right-hand side of Figure 3, a malicious co-resident
tenant can potentially gain a user privilege on the vSwitch service of the targeted tenant
through a local exploit <SCA,VNF,VNF>, or he/she can gain a root privilege on a
VM on host 2 through a similar attack (<SCA,h3,h3>) (where <user,3’> means the
privilege of the malicious tenant on a VM on host 3). A malicious tenant who shares
VNFs running on the same VM may attack the virtual firewall VNF and subsequently
the corresponding VM to eventually be able to control the firewall (<root,VM FW>)
and modify its rules in order to gain access to the critical asset. A malicious tenant
can also exploit an application running on VM 2 to gain control of that VM, and
subsequently attack the co-residing host h2. These examples show how our model can
capture co-residency attacks between different layers of the NFV stack.

3.3 Applying the Security Metric
Before we could mitigate the modeled security threats, we need to first quantify them
such that we could evaluate the level of threats before and after we apply a hardening
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option. For this purpose, we apply the k-zero day safety security metric [44, 45] originally
proposed for traditional networks. The metric basically counts how many distinct unknown
vulnerabilities must be exploited in order to compromise a given critical asset. A larger
k value will indicate a relatively more secure network because the possibility of having
more unknown vulnerabilities occurring at the same time, inside the same network,
and exploitable by the same attacker would be significantly lower. The metric can be
evaluated on the resource graph of a network, which basically gives the length of the
shortest path (in terms of the number of distinct zero day exploits). The exploits of
known vulnerabilities can be either regarded as a shortcut (i.e., they do not count toward
k) or assigned with a significantly lower weight in the calculation of k.

On the basis of the cross-layer resource graph model introduced in previous sections,
the k-zero day safety metric (k0d) can be applied in several ways. First, we could
evaluate the metric on the cross-layer resource graph of the targeted tenant, without
considering others tenants, whose result provides an estimation for the threat coming
from external attackers. Second, we could also evaluate the metric on the cross-layer
resource graph including co-resident attacks from others tenants, and we could consider
one particular malicious tenant, or multiple such tenants either separately (assuming
they do not collude) or collectively (as one, assuming they may collude). Third, we
could evaluate the metric before, and after applying a placement or migration-based
hardening option, and the difference in the results will indicate the effectiveness of
such a hardening option (which we will further investigate in next section).

For example, in Figure 3, by considering a malicious tenant sharing the same physical
host with the targeted tenant (indicated by privilege <root,VM FW>) would yield a
k0d value of 2 since two zero day exploits <Xen,vnfFW,NFV>, and <DB,VNF,1> are
needed to reach the critical asset. Whereas considering a malicious tenant with privilege
<user,2’> (here 2’ indicates the privilege belongs to a tenant different from the targeted
one) would yield a k value of 3 since three zero day exploits, <SCA,h2,h2>, <DB,2,1>,
and <Xen,1,h1> are needed.

4 Attack Mitigation

In this section, we present the optimization-based mitigation through placement and
migration of VNFs and VMs, and demonstrate its applicability through discussing
several use cases.

4.1 Optimization-based Mitigation

Based on our previous definition of cross-layer resource graph model and the discussions
on modeling co-residency and applying the k0d metric, we can define the problem of
optimal placement and migration of VMs and VNFs. As shown in Definition 3, hosts
and resources are defined in a way such that the placement and migration may apply
to both VMs (on physical hosts) and VNFs (on VMs) through the resource mapping
function. The objective function is the application of the k0d metric to the cross-layer
resource graph (which can under a value assignment of the resource mapping function.
Note that the application of the k0d metric could take several forms for different purposes,
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as discussed in Section 3.3), which gives different variations of the optimization problem.
Although not specified in the definition, constraints may be given in terms of possible
value assignments to the resource mapping function, e.g., which VM (or VNF) may be
placed or migrated to which physical host (or VM), or a threshold for the maximum
number of migrated VMs.

Definition 3 (The optimal NFV co-residency problem). Given a collection of hosts
(physical hosts or VMs) H , the set of resources HR (services or VNFs running on a
physical host or a VM), and the collection of tenants T with the tenant mapping function
tm(.) : HR→ T , the optimal NFV co-residency problem is to find a resource mapping
function rm(.) : H → 2HR to maximize k0d(G) where G is the cross-layer resource
graph, and k0d(G) denotes the application of the k0d metric to G.

The optimal NFV co-residency problem we have defined is intractable, since it can
be easily reduced to the NP-hard problem of network hardening through diversity in
traditional networks [7]. Specifically, the goal in the diversity problem is to maximize
the k0d metric by changing the instance of services (e.g., from IIS to Apache for web
service), assuming that different instances of the same service along the shortest path
would both count toward the k value (conversely, two identical instances would only
count as one). Our problem can be reduced to this since, for any given resource graph G
under the diversity problem, we can construct a special case of our problem by regarding
G as the VM-layer resource graph, and regarding the instance of a service as the
physical host on which that service resides (such that identical instances of a service are
always co-resident). By further assuming that the attacker can always trivially exploit
all co-resident services as long as he/she can exploit one (i.e., co-resident services only
count as one toward the k value), the two problems then become equivalent.

In our study, we use the genetic algorithm (GA) [19] to optimize the VM (VNF)
placement and migration for maximizing k. Our choice of GA is inspired by [13] and
based on the fact that GA provides a simple way to encode candidate solutions and
requires little information to search effectively in a large search space [19]. Specifically,
the cross-layer resource graph is taken as input to the optimization algorithm, with k
(averaged between tenants) as the fitness function. We try to find the best VM placement
within a reasonable number of generations. The constraints we have considered include
defining the resource mapping function in the case that specific VMs can be assigned to
each host (e.g., firewall only), enforcing a given placement policy (e.g., CloudSim [11]
placement policy), or satisfying a maximum number of migrating VMs. In our simulations,
we choose the probability of 0.8 for crossover and 0.2 for mutation based on our
experiences.

4.2 Use Cases

We demonstrate the applicability of our solution through several use cases with different
types of attackers and while considering different layers. The first use case contrasts
an external attacker to an insider launching cross-tenant attacks. The second use case
compares a same-layer attack versus a cross-layer attack. The last use case is based on
the motivating example shown in Section 2.3.
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Fig. 4: Use Cases A and B (FW: firewall, LB: load balancer, DB: database,
MIMA: man in the middle attack, SCA: side-channel attack, AE: external attacker,
AI: insider attacker, BCL: cross-layer attack, BOL: one-layer attack)

– Use Case A: In this case, we have an external attacker using a victim tenant’s
resources, and an insider malicious tenant co-residing with the victim tenant. Figure 4
shows the cross-layer resource graph for the external attacker (AE) and the insider
attacker (AI). The figure shows the shortest path (dashed lines) for calculating the
k0d metric, and the critical asset is represented as < user, h1 >. After optimization,
the value of k for the external attacker (AE) is 4, and for the insider attacker (AI) is
3 (which means there is less room to mitigate the insider threat).

– Use Case B: In this case, we compare a one-layer attack (BOL) to a cross-layer
attack (BCL) for an insider malicious tenant. The BOL and BCL dashed lines
shown in Figure 4 show the shortest paths for the malicious tenant using his/her co-
residency with the victim tenant to reach the target < root, 1 >. After optimization,
the value k = 3 for BOL and k = 2 for BCL show that there is less room to mitigate
the insider threat when the attack may go across layers.

– Use Case C: This case shows the optimal placement result for our motivating
example discussed in Section 2.3. We consider three tenants (Alice (A), Bob (B),
and Mallory (M)) and three servers each of which can host four VMs. We consider
Mallory a malicious tenant and the database VM belonging to Alice a target. Table 1
shows three different placements. The upper left table shows the placement before
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applying our optimization solution and the value of k = 2. The right upper table
and the bottom table show the optimal placement after we apply our solution by
the victim tenant (where the migration is limited to the tenant’s resource) and the
provider (where the migration is applied to all resources), respectively. The value
of k increases to k = 4 and k = 5 for mitigation by the tenant and provider,
respectively. The result of mitigation by the provider is slightly better than by the
tenant because more VMs may be migrated.

Table 1: The optimal solution to the motivating example (Section 2.3)
Host VM / VDU VM / VDU

1 app A app B DB A DB B app A app B DB A DB B
2 LB A / Switch A Router A http B http A LB A / Switch A FW A / IDS A http B http A
3 FW A / IDS A FW B / IDS B http M Router B Router A FW B / IDS B http M Router B

Before mitigation k = 2 After mitigation by tenant k = 4

Host VM / VDU
1 app A app B DB A FW A / IDS A
2 LB A / Switch A Router A http B http A
3 DB B FW B / IDS B http M Router B

After mitigation by provider k = 5

5 Simulations

This section shows the simulation results of applying our mitigation solution under
various constraints. All VM placement in the simulations are based on CloudSim [11,
9, 21]. We applied the three placement policies in CloudSim (i.e., the random, least,
and most policies) to our NFV environment. We have 300 hosts and 7,000 VMs, and
the following shows the default configurations for the host and VMs from CloudSim.

– For the physical machine, we specify the capacity of the hosts as having 16 GB of
RAM, 1000 GB of storage space and a 10,000 MB/s bandwidth

– The virtual machine’s resource requirements are 512 MB of RAM, 10 GB of storage
space and a 1,000 MB/s bandwidth

Moreover, we use a virtual machine equipped with a 3.4 GHz CPU and 8 GB
RAM in the Python 2.7.10 environment under Ubuntu 12.04 LTS and the MATLAB
R2017b’s GA toolbox. To generate a large number of resource graphs for simulations,
we start with seed graphs with realistic configurations similar to Figure 2 and the cloud
infrastructure configurations presented in [1, 2], and then generate random resource
graphs by injecting new nodes and edges into those seed graphs based on the VM
placement results of CloudSim. Those resource graphs were used as the input to the
optimization toolbox where the fitness function maximizes the average insider threat
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value k under various constraints. The parameters and constraints used in our simulations
include the VMs placement policy, size of the network, type and number of attackers,
and maximum number of VMs migrating to malicious users. We repeat each simulation
on 400 different resource graphs to obtain the average result.

The objective of the first simulation is to study how cross-layer attacks may affect
the security of the NFV stack. We compare the k0d metric on the original resource
graph (without any cross-layer attacks), and cross-layer resource graphs. In Figure 5,
the number of malicious users (external attackers or insider tenants) is between 5 and 15,
while the size of the network varies between 50 and 1,500 along the X-axis. The Y -axis
shows the average of k among all malicious users. The red line represents the results of
the original resource graph without considering malicious tenants in this particular case.
The green line represents the results of the original resource graph while considering
malicious tenants. The blue line shows the result of cross-layer resource graph (with
both malicious tenants and cross-layer attacks considered).

Results and Implications: From the results, we can make the following observations.
First, the value of k decreases in all cases almost linearly; this is expected because, as
the size of the network increases, there is a higher chance for the length of the shortest
path to decrease, which means attackers may require less attack steps. Second, the
value of k drops on the original resource graph (without considering cross-layer attacks)
after considering the presence of malicious tenants (i.e., co-residency attacks), which
is as expected. Third, the value of k drops by approximately 55% between the original
resource graph without considering the malicious tenant, and the cross-layer resource
graph, which shows the additional threat of cross-layer attacks.
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Fig. 5: Comparing the original resource graph and cross-layer resource graph

In Figure 6 the objective is to show how different placement policies can affect the
value of k. In this simulation, we employ the cross-layer resource graph to measure
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the value of k for three types of attackers (external, malicious tenant, and lower-layer
provider who has access to all the hosts) under three different placement policies used
in CloudSim (i.e., the most, least, and random policies). The three figures show how
the three placement policies can slightly affect the value of k. Each trend on the figure
shows a different type of attackers, while the total number of attackers stays between 5
and 20. The X-axis depicts the size of the network and the Y -axis shows the average
value of k among all attackers.

Results and Implications: From the three figures, we can make the following observations.
First, similar as in previous results, the value of k in all trends decreases almost linearly
as the size of the network increases. Second, the trends of external attackers and malicious
tenants decrease faster than the lower-layer provider. This is expected because the
lower-layer provider already has access to all the hosts, which enables him/her to either
use his/her privileges to attack higher layers, which means much lower k values and
hence less room for further decrease as the network size increases. Finally, the most
placement policy has the highest value of k both external attackers and malicious tenants
and the lowest k for lower layer provider. This is because, under the most policy,
the target tenant’s VMs tend to stay closer to each other, which renders them less
vulnerable to external attackers or malicious tenants, but more so to a lower-layer
provider managing the hosts of such VMs.
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Fig. 6: Comparing the three placement policies in CloudSim

The objective of the next three simulations is to study how the different types of
attackers behave under our attack mitigation solution. Figure 7 shows the simulation
of applying the mitigation solution on the least placement policy for external attackers
and malicious tenants, and the placement policy for the lower-layer provider. The three
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simulations are based on similar X and Y axis as in previous simulations. The solid
lines represent the results after applying our mitigation solution under the constraints of
the maximum number of VMs migration. The dashed lines represent the results before
applying the mitigation solution.

Results and Implications: From the simulation results, we can make the following
observations. First, our solution is improving the value of k in all cases. Second, all
three simulations follow the same trend and the value of k improves when we increase
the maximum number of VMs that are allowed to migrate, i.e., the cost of migration.
Finally, improving the result for the lower-layer provider is difficult to attain because
the low-layer provider already is assumed to have the power to access more than one
host (based on the privilege he/she has) so migration has less effect.
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Fig. 7: Applying mitigation solution with the maximum number of VMs migrating

The objective of the last simulation is to study how the number of malicious tenants
can increase insider threat under different placement policies, and how the mitigation
solution may improve the value of k in each case. In Figure 8, the size of the network
is fixed at 700 nodes, while the number of malicious tenants is varied between 0 and
25 along the X-axis. The Y -axis shows the average value of k among all malicious
tenants. The solid lines represent the results after applying the mitigation solution, and
the dashed lines are for the corresponding results before applying the solution.

Results and Implications: From the results, we can make the following observations.
First, the mitigation solution successfully reduces the insider threat (increasing the
average of k values) in all cases. Second, the results before and after applying the
solution start with a sharp decrease prior to following similar linear trends (meaning
increased insider threat) as the number of malicious tenants increase from zero. Finally,
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the result of the random placement policy after applying the solution is slightly better
than the result of the most placement policy before applying the solution, which means
that the mitigation solution may improve the placement algorithm w.r.t. the co-residency
attack.
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Fig. 8: The results of the mitigation solution under different placement policies

6 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work proposing a threat model specifically
for NFV environments. On the other hand, many exists works focus on clouds. In
particular, our previous work applies different threat modeling techniques to cloud data
center infrastructures for different types of attackers [2]. Gruschka and Jensen devise a
high level attack surface framework to show from where the attack can start [20]. The
NIST emphasizes the importance of security measuring and metrics for cloud providers
in [33]. A framework is propose by Luna et al. for cloud security metrics using basic
building blocks [30]. There exist other works focusing on insider threats in clouds [10,
1]. Chinchani et al. proposed a graph-based model for insider attacks and measure the
threat [10]. There are many works that focus on the co-residency attacks by improving
the placement policy. Han et al. introduces a new strategy to prevent attackers from
achieving co-residency by modifying the placement policy on CloudSim [21]. Madi et
al. propose a quantitative model and security metric for multi-tenancy in the cloud at
different layers [31]. Atya et al. study co-residency in clouds and suggest solutions for
the victim tenant to avoid co-residency with malicious users [4].

Unlike our work which focuses on the cross-layer and co-resident threats and the
application of threat models and security metric, existing studies on NFV security [28,
36, 47, 16] mostly focus on issues related to virtualization. Lal et al. [28] propose to
adapt several well-known best practices like VM separation, hypervisor introspection,
and remote attestation to NFV. Pattaranantakul et al. [36] adapt best practices like access
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control to address virtualization-related threats in NFV. Our cross-layer resource graph
model is partially inspired by existing works [40, 41] in which Sun et al. use a cross-
layer Bayesian network to measure security threats for enterprise networks [40] and
additionally they employ a multi-layer attack graph to measure security in clouds [41].

There also exist related works on other aspects of NFV security. Firoozjaei et al. [17]
show how multi-tenancy and live migration can affect the security on NFV by using a
side-channel and shared resource misuse attack. Alnaim et al. [3] uses architectural
modeling to analyze security threats and the possible mitigating solution for NFV; their
model is relatively abstract and only considers a malicious tenant to exploit vulnerability
when he/she co-resides with the target VM on the same physical machine. Tian et al.
propose a framework that uses a hierarchical attack and defense model which divides
the 5G network to four layers (physical layer, virtual layer, service layer, and application
layer) [42]. Basile et al. [5] propose to add a new policy manager component to enforce
security policies during deployment and configuration of security functions. Coughlin
et al. [12] integrate trusted computing solution based on Intel SGX to enforce privacy
with secure packet processing.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have modeled cross-level and co-residency attacks in the NFV stack.
We have also formulated the optimal VNF/VM placement problem to mitigate the
security threats through standard optimization algorithm. Furthermore, we conducted
simulations whose results showed that our solution could significantly reduce the level
security threats in NFV. Our future work will focus on following directions. First, we
will make our solution incremental and more efficient in order to handle more dynamics
in terms of VM placement and immigration. Second, we will consider weighing different
exploits and asset values to optimally choose among those different options for a given
NFV application. Finally, we will study the integration of our solution with existing
deployment policies based on an NFV testbed.
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